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COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Brussels, 29.04.1998 
COM(1998) 259 fmal 
COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION 
SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME 1998-2000 SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME 1998-2000 
1: The renewal of !European social policy: a solid foundation on which to build 
"  " 
In  1993, the Commission launched a wide-ranging consultation, on the future of 
European social policy. The purpose of this exercise - which was driven forward 
by  the  Green  and  White  Papers  on  Social  Policy  in  1993  and  1 994 - was  to 
develop  a  blueprjnt for  the  renewal  of  sociai  policy -in  a  period  of  dynamij:: 
change., This  in  turn  led  to ttie  medium-term  Social  Action  Programme  1995-
1997, which sought to develop a  more broadly-based,· innovative  and  for~ard- " 
looking approach to European social policy; 
This approach has evolved further over the past few years and has borne fruit. 
=>  Employment policy has moved decisively to the top of the European agenda. 
"The new employment Title in the Treaty of Amsterdam makes"employmen"t a 
matter of common  concern.  The "Luxembourg Jobs -Summit followed  by the 
adoption of the  1 998 Employment" Guidelines and the submission of national· 
employment  action  plans  has  brought forward  the co-ordination  of Member 
" States'  employment  policies  through  the  developmen.t  of  an  integrated 
employment strategy. 
=> · A  number  of  key  legislative  proposals  has  be.en  adopted  by  the  Council, 
helping  to  complete  and  consolidate  the "framework  of  minimum  social 
standards  needed  to  underpin  the  Single  Market.  This  progress  has  been 
facilitated  by  the  use  of  the  more  collaborative  form  of  decision  making, 
involving the social partners, introduced by the Agreement on Social Policy  . 
. =>  A  set of detailed and ambitious work programmes has  b~en adopted by the 
" Commission.  These  policy  initiatives  - for example  the  Action  Plan  for  free 
movement of workers and the Green Paper on work organisation - provide the 
buildiog  blocks  for  the  ongoing  renewal  of social  policy.  They  are  listed  in 
Annex 1. 
=>  The  social  policy  debate  has  been  broadened  and  deepened  to ·areas  of " 
mutual concern - such as  demographic trends,  modernising social  protection 
·and' the fight  against  racism  - where  there  is  clear  value-added  in, common " 
European  debate,  co-operation  and  exchange  of  information  and  best 
practice. 
=>  The social dialogue is  yielding solid achievements and the civil dialogue tias ·"  "" 
matured,  helping to reinforce· the legitimacy  and" effe.ctiveness  of  European~ · 
level activity. · 
· =>  The  .linkages between social policy and other Community poliCies· have been 
strengthened, reflecting the conviction that_social progress"must be  promoted 
'  across  the  board.  Examples  of  this  are  the  commitment  to  mainstreaming 
" equality of opportunities between jWOmen  and  men, the integration of health 
protection  requirements  into  other  Community  policies,  and  the  199i 
Communication on environment and employment." 
1 II: Meeting the challenges of a changing world 
These achievements provide a solid foundation on which to build.  However, the 
Union  continues  to  face  significant  social  challenges  which  this  · action 
programme aims to meet. 
=>  Unemployment  remains  stubbornly  high,  particularly  for  young  people, 
women alld the long-term unemployed, and employment rates are too low in 
mariy  Member  States.  There  is  a  considerable  labour  reserve  that  can  be 
drawn on to boost participation  and  employment rates,  but a  growing skills 
gap  risks  undermining  Europe's competitiveness  and  people's  employability, 
and .labour mobility remains low. 
=>  The  world  of  work  is  changing  rapidly  as  globalisation  and  the  emerging 
Information  Society  bring  major  changes  in  working  patterns,  work 
organisation and the skills people need.  In the future, the key to success will 
be greater adaptability. Achieving this means striking a new balance between 
the  need  for flexibility for  enterprises  and  security  for  employees  so  as  to 
harness the potential of new forms of work organisation and new technology 
and promote decent, safe and healthy working conditions. 
=>  Poverty and social exclusion exist  side  by side  with prosperity  and  wealth, 
and many people continue to suffer from discrimination,  inequality and poor 
health. Europe's social protection systems are a cornerstone of the European 
social model, but the challenge now is to adapt systems so as to better meet 
existing demands in a cost-effective way while responding to new needs and 
changing circumstances. 
Within  a  wider  context,  Europe  is  facing  into  a  period  of  further  sigr:lificant 
change.  These  broader  factorswill  have  an  important  influence  on  the  future 
development  of  social  policy,  and  are  taken  into  account  in  this  action 
programme. 
=>  The  completion  of  the  Single  Market  and  the  introduction  of  the  single 
currency are transforming Europe from a group of separate economies Into an 
integrated economic entity. The realisation of economic  and  monetary union 
will bring advantages for Europe in terms of greater macro-economic stability, 
sustainable  growth  and  a  stronger  voice  on  the  world  stage.  This  new 
economic  framework  will  make  the  interplay  between  social  and  economic 
policy  even  more  important,· accentuating  the  need  to  strengthen  the  links 
between  EMU,  a  well-functioning  Single  Market,  cohesion  policy,  and 
E;lmployment  and  social  policy.  In  particular,  EMU  will  help  to  reinforce 
transparency and competition, thereby contributing to more dynamic growth, 
and employment, helping to underpin social progress. 
=>  Demographic  trends  mean  that  the  workforce  and  the  population  of  the 
European  Union  are,  on  average,  getting  older.  The  changing  balance 
betwe13n  the working and the  retired  population poses  a  major  challenge to 
economic  and  social  cohesion.  Further  efforts  are  needed  .to  spread 
awareness  of  and  get  to  grips  with  the  full  implications  of  this 
transformation,  which  - coupled  with  increased  female  participation  in  the 
workforce and changing patterns of family life - has profound implications for 
2 Europe's employment and  social protection systems.  In  particular, it puts an 
even greater emphasis on the· need to pursue  policies to boost employment  '  .  . 
rates,  improve  the  sustainability  of  social  protection  systems  and  meet· 
.emerging needs, such as the long-term care needs of dependentolder people. 
=:>  The  prospect of enlargement  presents  challenges  both  for the  EU  and  the 
applicant countries. In particular, social policy has an important role  ~o play in 
helping the citizens of the applicant countries make the transition to a market 
economy.  Within  a  balanced  macro-economic  strategy,  applicant  countries 
will  need,  for  example,  to  review  their  employment  policies,.  bring  their 
legislation  into  line  with. that  of the  EU,  and  develop  adequate  systems  of 
social protection and health. 
Ill: The next steps: pu·rsuing an agenda for change 
The  task  now facing  European  social  policy  is  to  build  on  these  achievements 
and  respond  to  the  challenges  of  a  fast  changing  world.  The  adoption  of the 
. Treaty  of Amsterdam . has  provided  a  platform  for  the  strengthening  of  social 
policy  by  introducing  a  new  employment  title  to. complement  EMU,  new 
provisions on equal opportunities, exclusion,,anti-discriminatiori and public _health, 
and by incorporating the Agreement on Sociai Policy,  which gives a  key role to 
the social partners. This clearly demonstrates a renewed political commitment at 
the very highest level to address these issues  a~ European level. 
Against .this  background,  this  Communication  sets  out  the  next  steps  for  the 
. future development of European social policy. Its starting point is that economic 
and  social  progress  go  hand  in  hand ·and  that  the  whole  p·oint  of  economic 
progress is to raise people's standard of living, within the context of a balanced 
macro-economic strategy. Within this framework,· social policy should promote a 
decent  quality  of  life  and  standard  of  living  for  all  in  ali  active,  inclusive  and . 
. healthy  society  that  encourages  access  to  employment,  good  . working 
conditions, and equality of opportunity. 
.... .•  t 
Employment is central to fulfilling this vision, because it is a Europe at work that 
will sustain  the  core  values  of the European  social  model.  At the  same  time, 
social policy - in fulfilling the tasks set out in the Treaty - has an important role 
to play in. helping to promote .an  inclusive society and to equip individuals for the . 
changing world of work in an era of. globalisation arid rapid technological·change .. 
Building. on  the  achievements of the  previous  action  programme  and  the  fresh · 
. impetus provided by the employment process and. the Treaty of Amsterdam, this 
document sets out a framework for the future development of- European  social 
policy. It draws together the key lines of action under three main headings: 
·;,r.  :  ·Jobs;.;~~ills::,af{cl'~B:tliJit:;;;;;:~~·,::  .'~fl~'~q 
· . ./  The changing \Jyorld O'f work· ·  • 
./. An inc tushie· ~ocietv·· · ·  ·  · 
3 In  pursuing  this  agenda,  the  Commission  will  use  a  balanced  mix  of  policy 
instruments: 
•  Partnership and policy  developm~nt: making available the infoflliation needed 
to deepen the debate on  social policy and -using the political,  social and  civil 
dialogue to build co-operation and setting frameworks for the achievement of 
common objectives.  Considerable progress has  been made in  recent years in 
developing this collaborative  ap~roach,_ which is  a  prerequisite  for  achieving 
real change, and this will continue in the future. In particular, the Commission 
has a  specific role to play in the monitoring of commonly agreed objectives, 
for  example  within  the  European  employment  strategy.  Furthermore,  the 
Commission  will  shortly  present  proposals  for  the  renewal  of  the  social 
dialogue. The European Social Policy Forum 98 will also offer an  opportunity 
to advance the debate on the future of social policy. 
o  Financial  support  and  incentives:  the Structural  Funds,  and  in  particular the 
European  Social  Fund  (ESF),  are  the  most  important  financial  instrument 
available at European level to invest in people and promote social progress. In 
the  proposed  reform  of  the  ESF  particular  emphasis  has  been  placed  on 
supporting  the  adaptation  and  modernisation  of  policies  and  systems  of 
education, training and  employment.  Moreover,  an  explicit link  is  made  with 
Member  States'  employment  action  plans ·under the  European  employment 
strategy.  This  financial  support  will  be  channelled  through  the  following 
outlets: 
activities  under  mainstream  Structural  Fund  programmes  to  promote 
human resource development; 
a  Community Initiative which will focus on  combating discrimination and 
inequalities in access to the labour market; 
a  limited number of innovative projects in order to develop and test new 
approaches. 
In addition, the Treaty of Amsterdam has provided for incentive measures in 
the  fields  of  employment  and  combating  social  exclusion,  and  appropriate 
proposals will be considered following ratification of the Treaty. Other actions 
will be taken forward as  appropriate,  within the framework laid down by the 
Budgetary Authority. 
o  legislation:  a  continuing  emphasis  will  be  placed  on  encouraging  fair  and 
decent social and working standards in areas where action is required for new 
or updated rules,  as  well as  ensuring full implementation and enforcement of 
existing rules  in  order to provide a  level  playing  field  of minimum  standards 
across  the  Union.  Annex  2  provides  an  update  of  the  pending  legislative 
proposals in the social field.  In  order to encourage progress on  the~e items, 
the Commission  will  hold  periodic  discussions  with the  European  Parliament 
and the Council to identify those proposals on  which progress  can  be  made 
and those which should be withdrawn because they are no longer relevant or 
now have no prospect of being adopted. 
4 111.1  Jobs, skills and mobility 
· The Treaty of Amsterdam and the LI,Jxembourg Jobs Summit have underlined the 
Union's  shared  dete~mination  to  make  progress  on  employment  and · tackle . 
unemployment,  and have  provided the tools to do so.  The  objective is  to· seize 
the opportunities afforded by. growth and  macroeconomic·  stability to· strengthen 
. structural reforms ar'ld  significantly inc·rease  Ewope's employment rate,  bringing 
it into line with those of its main competitors, and thereby underpinning Europe's 
prosperity  and  the  long-term  sustainability · of  the  European  social. model.  This 
convergence of employment·  policies  will  complement the convergence  process· 
leading to economic and monetary union._  The Union can promote employment by· 
creating  the  . conditions  for  sound  and  sustainable  growth;  encouraging 
entrepreneurship and promoting active policies to improve the employability cif  all 
- ·school  leavers;  workers  and  the  unemployed  - so  as  to  meet  current  and 
future job and  skill demands and give people opportunities to work. 
•  . Creatingrjobs and preventing unemployment: the Employment Guidelines  set 
clear objectives and targets an_d  provide the co-ordinating mechanism through 
.  which Member States have drawn up national action plans to implement the 
· new .·  employment  strategy  based  on  the · four  ·pillars  of  employability, 
· entrepreneurship, adaptability and equal opportunities. There is already strong 
evidence that this process _is  bringing valuable results. In  particular, it has led 
to  better  co-ordination  within  national  administrations  and  ensured  that 
employment policy at national level  is  being dealt ·with in  a co-ordinated way 
at  the· very  highest  level,. involving  also  the .social  partners  and  regional 
bodies. For its part, the Commission will: 
-/  in. accordance with the political agreement reaqhed  at the Amsterdam -
·and  Luxembourg  summits,  ensure  the  full  implementation ·of -the ' 
employment  strategy,  centred  around  annual  prese.ntatiol]  and· 
.  JtSs.essment of th13  Employment Guidelines and; where appropriate; th.e 
.·~  ;.~j~Mntilation.of RecOmmendations to  Mem_be~,,~tates > :  .. ·  ·  :::·i\.~:-:· 
·.~  ...  -~:·'·  ~  :  ..  . i'  . '.  ; .. :,  ; :·  /  ·:·.•: 
,.  "-·...,· 
~-.'ensure· that the  Broad ·Economic ·Guidelines  and  'the  .Employment 
·  ••  <3tlii:::felines  are mutually reinforcing-and promote a consistent economic 
$trategy for -growth, stability and  employment designed,· among other 
. ;  'things, to raise employment levels and provide. a soiid .and sust'airiabl{ 
~,,>lr.~~:r~;~~k~i~~::~t~l~~~r~~w~~·~~~t~~~;'~~i~~~~~:·, .': ~; 
' ';  analytical· material  orn~~the.: employment' ahd•:labour  market·:·situation in ' 
•.·.  ;~~4~~=~=ri~.;f~:t~~;.  +~~~~~~i~~~~~~f~::,~t,:Po.~;s:••  '~J~J~c~~~tt 
./  ~:~iist  in  1:he  development  ·of  an  ··agreed:  comparable  datab·ase' in 
Member.  States,  and  agreed  · indicators,  in  order  to  . m·onitor 
·implementation of the. Employment Guidelines 
-/ . building  on  its  recent  Communication,  launch  a  debate  in  1 998 -on 
:h.OV\,1 to .tackle th~ problem of undeclared work and promote exchanges . 
··  'tit good practice on 'how to encourage :such work into the .opern  · 
5 /  $timulate  a.·  Europe-wide . debate  on  ·the  modernisation  .df:.P,ubl.ic 
.  :  .\·emJ:;iovment seh.iices  a~  ·a t6a·l for tackling. onemployment .·.  .  ·~-· · 
More  specifically,  in  so  far  as  the  employability,  entrepreneurship  and  equal 
opportunity pillars of the Guidelines are  concerned
1
,  the Commission will: 
./  continue  to  promote  the  development· of  innovative  forms  of  job 
.c::te.ation  t!upugn;,.locaJ;  d,eyelopn:t~m:: mea~!Jres,  .>ir::tc::h~gi_r::t.9  ·-::.~;·~~~~~~--~ ·  I  . 
.  ·  ·:~(ffpl8vmerli  :!:>~chi.  :a·~d'  tfili;S'oaiar:·Eica'h5h1v/,jdn·a~r  ·the 
1s!<rtla~  ~<"" 
./  .·  continue  its  efforts  to · develop  a  culture  of  entrepreneurship, · in 
p"rticular  through  the  priority  actions  identified  in  its  recent 
·~~Comnit.inication;,on -fostering entrepreneurship in Europe 
~-"  .-. · . 
.r  'en.Courage  Mertiber States to ti,Jrther  increase the level  of. in.v;estment 
in;';l\uman resbur.qe  <iE!~eiopn-lent. and /lifelong  le~r,ryjng·:ynder. -th~  ··.  ;,,::,~~wt~~,~~~'tfJ1t~u ... ··~fTh~~~~~f~~r~,~~:;iil~¥~  ~iiiiit\1;~··  ~<\~:,~ 
./-··  ·····~rese~t ·  prO.~b.~~~~;::·i,·.  --~~~~~~··t~r~(thec···~e~·:::~.~6~~.~~i~n.:;~f~~'~H~£&~~~~,~·~~~~; 
;trai11ing ,programm~s  to'rep~ace  ·  L~ONARDO~Q.A·NINGI''an'q!.  .. ~~-~-~~W~~ 
.  .:to me·efnew·needS'in these areas·,  ·  ·  •·  ·  ·  ":;'  .:~.~  · 
~  encourage· ~h~ $o~jaLp~r1:ners, a,t.,their  v,a,ri()IJS,.levels  (),f:;r~~pqp~,l!;?ilj{y, . 
.  ·  .•  ;::~g· ~onclud~•···~s'-'1~~-(?fF'~~-,P.&S.~iHI~·~~g·r~elli'~r:\t~  .. W,ith  a_,vi~~~:.t-Q:;f'iti~~~~~1f\'9 
.  the ·possibilities :for  training,. work expe'rierice,  traineeship~':anel other 
····einpl'oVabillty measures in Europe's workplaces 
•  Promoting free movement: in  order to remove the remaining obstacles to free 
movement  of  workers  and  improve  labour  market  flexibility  - a  key 
employment  objective  - the  Commission  will  press  forward  with  the 
implementation of its  1997 Action Plan  for free  movement of workers. This 
includes: 
~  presenting by mid-1 998 a package  of proposals to adapt and  update 
the key legislation in this area 
~ the further development of  EURES  (European  Employment  Services) 
. as a  Europe:'"'Wide job .vacarlby;al1<f!ab6ur market. in{orrhati()n'•:tool: 
'  .. :  '  . . .  . .  . ·~  . .  .  .  '  .  ~  '  . :  ..... 
1  Measures related to adaptability are set out in section 111.2 
6 .1'  · ~eveloping  co-operation  with  national  authorities  .  and  ·the  social 
'  P,art~ers~  ~0. as  to ensure the efficient f,unctioning, of the. existing legal 
.~  ;:.framewcltk .  ..  ·  . ·.  ·  _  ··  ·  .  • · ·  _._ ...  ·  ·  . .  .  .  .  ..  · ..  ·  •.  . . :  _  . 
111.2  The· changing world of work 
.  ' 
Competing in a global economy requires high performance enterprises with a high 
performance workforce. New technology, fast cllanging markets and ·the growth 
of the  service  sector  accentuate this  need.  Adapting  to  this  new  environment 
means striking the right balance  between flexibility and  security.  Emplqyers  need  ·. 
greater -flexibility,  in  particular more  inte~changeable skills  among their employees 
.and adaptable workil)g patterns, while employees need assurances ~bout  their own 
· employability  and  job  prospects.  Better  organisation  of  work  can·  offer  workers 
increased· security  through  greater  involvement  in  work  organisation,  a  greater 
choice  of  working  arrangements,  more  job  s~tisfaction  and  the  possibility  of 
developing skills and long-term employability. In  turn, this provides employers-with 
increased  flexibility in  the form of a  more  skilled,· motivated  and  versatiie  labour 
force,  better  able  to  take  the  initiative,  to  cope  with  change  and  to  be  more 
. deeply involved  in  the  economic  health of the company.  Social  dialogue  has  a 
key role in achieving the right balance. 
•  Modernising  work  organisation  and  promoting  adaptability:  in  1997  the 
Commission presented  a  Green  Paper that launched  an  ambitious debate on 
the  modernisation  of  work· or,ganisation.  The  importance  of this  issue  was · 
endorsed  by the_ Luxembourg ·Job  Summit,  which made  adaptability and  the 
renewal of the organisation of.  work one of the four pillars of the employment 
strategy. It called on the social partners to develop a partnership to meet the 
challenges of the new world of work and  on the  Memb~r States to examine · 
the  possibility  of  incorporating  more  adaptable  forms  of.  contract  into their 
law.  Building  on  this,  the  Commission  will  continue  to  promote  a  new 
framework for the  modernisation of work organisation  and  a  better balance . 
between work and familylife.  ln'particular, it will: 
-./'  present a· Communicf.ltiqd ;on  wor~:  org~nisati9n:  ~~.c:tf:~~-apt'a~ility.:;~~;:~tJf · 
·.  ·  -'  .,  ,.,  ,  ,~~ l'" ,_,- _  .  ·'  - •  ·  ,.,_ .. _ .....  ·.·- "  ·  -_'-="·'_-~"···  ..  ,  -~·~sp~'·-:.r···""·•- <.··.,...  _· 
· • ·end  of 1998  to.;  faciliHite  and'  complememt:; implementation·· ;ofi'1 tine 
.  ~: •  ,~ciaptabitity pill~r  ~f:tti~: Employment Guidelin.es by:  '"·  ·  :,.,  ?  ~·  '::>_  ·· . 
. ''. 
- . consulting soCial partners on a possible:t~'amework  agre~hieri't.:on . 
all  elements -Of  _work  organisation,:  H~duding, Jnter .alia,  ~qrkihg 
'  ·time flexibility  ·  -··  ·  ::~  .••.  · ·  ·'  ·:;:  ·  • ; ·  ::::  · 
: :  ..  _identifying  the issues to be  addressed  at  EU  level  to  adapt the 
·.  :iegal <frameworks ·.to  encourage  more  adaptable  contractual 
'~rrangements, . inciuding  the  link  between  soCial  protection, and 
changing working patterns  .  . 
.,/ . p~esent . a Communica~i.on in  ..  rn!d-1998c~}pn:  ~dapting  ap_,~.·  .. _'·_.:,.:.;_,i  __ r_.,_  .•. _  .. "  ..  ··::._P  ....  ·_.·.·_ .. m._'··,··_•  .•. ·:_,  •.  ·socialdialogueatcomrriunity'"leVel;  •.:·  ::··  '.,_ ··  .,  ._·  ~·  ... ·. 
>  <!'  ',  :  v_  •'  ,  i'<  '  ,  'V'  ;'.; 
' ,>X,  -~C·v :·'  ' 
.1'  .ponsult the. social partners;iri  199!3 on  t~fil need .for co'i;t)m-~rrt\>~b~~·~~ 
<  ::·on  the protection of;  telework~rs  · \ _;:.:'  · ·  ·  . _  \., ·  ·  }i,t;::_-,;,· d  (;:.;t,,·i,,; 
7 ~ f~~Ii~:~~l!~~tl~~~!itl!~it~~i~j~~i!~ij~i~Wit~;~~~I~~! 
\  -/  launch  an  initiative  to  encourage  greater  employee  fi~ancial 
par,ticipationin companies by highlighting goo_d  practice and,idel)tifying 
bbstacles; buildi'ng ori the 1992 Council Recommendation  ···  .:'  · 
.  . 
:;<.:bring forward clear guidelines concerning state aids for training 
•  Anticipating  industrial  change:  in  Europe,  as  elsewhere,  enterprises  are 
undergoing a period of fundamental restructuring. The Commission has a role 
to  play  in  supporting  this  process,  for  example  by  promoting  discussions 
between  the  social  partners  and  through  support  under  the  ESF.  It  will 
continue to  encourage  adequate  information  and  consultation  of workers  in 
respect of decisions affecting them,  and  maintain  a coherent policy on  state 
aids  and  on  Structural  Funds.  Moreover,  in  response  to the  mandate of the 
Jobs Summit, the Commission has established a High Level Group to examine 
the  economic  and  social  implications  of  industrial  change.  This Group  will 
present its first report to the Cardiff Summi~.  The Commission will: 
-/  ,follow  up  the  High  Level  Group's  recommendations  in  developing 
futlire policies in' this. area 
,,  ' 
-/ ·  pursue the adoption of minimum standards for national information 
an'Ci  consultation 
-/ ./pr:.esent a report in 1999 on the operation of the European Works 
>i<·c~ijncil  Directi~e  .·  .·  .·  ,  .  .  .  · ·-..  · 
•  Seizing the opportunities of the Information Society: the development of the 
Information  Society  offers  enormous  opportunities  to  improve  the  way  in 
which Europeans live and work and create new jobs. But the scale  and  pace 
of  technological  change  in  an  increasingly  global  economy  also  present 
challenges. In  1997, the Commission presented a Communication setting out 
its strategy to develop further the social  and  labour market dimension of the 
Information Society. Building on this, it will: 
-/  present a report to the Vienna European Council on the prospects for· 
the  development  'of . electronic  commerce,.  open  : net\No'f.ks<;:. €u1d 
mUltimedia tools and their impact on training: and empl6'ym'erit .  ·' ·.  ~ 
.  .  .  . 
-/  develop  specific  actions  to  maximise  the  contribution  of  the 
Information Society to promoting employment, equal opportunities and 
social  inclusion  -. for'  example,  for  disabled  people ..  .:.  and' bi,Jild 
awareness  of  the'  social  and  labour  market  implications  of  the 
irif6rmation Society  ' 
-/  continue to build an Information Society dimension into other. policies 
and  actions: for  example, the Commission's proposal to take:  account 
of the Information' Society in the reform of the'  Structural Funds 
8 .  .  - .  ' 
Q  Creating  a  safe  and  healthy  workplace:  over  the  past  decade .  a  legislative 
framework for minimum  European health and  safety standards has  been  put 
in  place,  underpinned  by  succe~sive Community programmes  on  h.ealth and 
safety at  work.  Attention  now needs ·to  be  focused,  first,  on  the  effective 
implementation of this framework and, secondly, on adapting these standards 
to  new  risks . and  changing· work  practices  brought  ori  by  technological 
developments and  scientific advances.· Each_year there are  at least 5  f'!lillion . 
accidents at work,  including  almost 6500 fatal  accidents,  and  studies show 
that  work  accidents  and  occupational  diseases  cost  national  ecoriomjes 
· betweert  1  ~5  and  4%  of  GOP.  Safe  workplaces  and  healthy  workers  are 
essential  ingredients  of  the  European  .social  model  and  contribute  to 
i'mproving  European  competitiveness  and  productivity.  These  social  and  ~ 
economic  benefits  need  to  be  brought- home  to  employers  and  employees. 
The European Agency for Health and Safety at Work in Bilbao has a particular 
role to play in this respect. The ~ommission will: 
./- ·foe;  us, on --•the  _ette9tive·: .:iriJpleri1e'J1f~fi?;iihf:;,~~;d:;?~PP)!¢~tWn·:<,4t~~~exfS,~.ih:9: 
ltitgisl~t,on: and complete th~ current C()tnmlinity. ph>granimli{'on ;fi~alth 
ari~. safety at work: ( 1996-2000)  .  .  . 
. ·.:_· 
j  . p~eseht  pro'posals  to  , update  _  and  cor:nplete  e_xi~ting  .·;.le,g)~!~~ive 
·  •·•  :.insthJnients- (e:g.  scaffolding;·  carcinci.gEms),  ··adapt'.  ·'sfand'ard~~:,·to 
. ',_·fephnical -and  scientific''progress  (e;g('iimit' values 'fdr  o9~:Upi:itl'onal 
.  ~"~)(ppsure to  chemical  substances;  exposure  to  biological- agents  at 
_  · .-W,ork), .. and examine  the-. need  to. cover risks  that are  not presently 
·  ·/.~~~Y'ertiJc({~;g;  niuscuro~skeletal dis()rders; new workin_g· pJ:mer;n~) ·  __  .....  -. 
.  .;  '·  .  '  ~  .  .  .  ,. :.  '. ,.  .  .  .  '  ~:'. ;· "  ~· ,,- '\' '  ' 
;/  ..  seek- to improve statistica(. data .  on ioccupafidfial  bealt~/a~d--~-~f~ty• in' .. 
;,Europe so a$  to identity·  the most si'gnifica·nt  risks  - >  ·  .,  '•  -
./ :j)rpmote· Europe-:wide  dissemination of inforrt;lation  on'"best·.pr'actic~s, 
In  particular through .  ~he 'European  Agency for Heaith and-- Safety_  at · 
-.work;-and:_the .spqia! ;p~r~n~rs, ,:espe_ciauy· relating  ,t:o/~MEs:\~rrd  risk 
m·ana9eh1:ent .:·  :.j:  ';:·;·  ·  -·  •  .:  • '  ·  .,  _,  , ..  ·- ..  · - • ,  - _·§:.~''  ·:::.  ,:  ,:  .· 
111.3  An inclusive society 
Social policy is the mechanism that. helps .to  ensure that economic progress and 
European integration work to the benefit of all.  Surveys show that people want a 
cohesive arid  in.clusive society, based on .solidarity and .equality,·  as well as  a high 
quality of life and  health;  Public poli_cies  have. a crucial role' to play in helping to 
achieve this by boosting employment rates  and  helping to maintain arid develop. 
the .capacities  of  peopie  during  their  worki~g  ..life  cycle,  by :promoting ~income 
redistribution  and  alleviating  poverty,  by  providing  a  safety . net  for  those 
9!3nuinely · in  need,  and  by  fighting  discrimination .and  inequality.  The  conimon 
challenge  is· to  reform  and· modernise  these  policies  so  as •to  sustain  the  core 
values  of the European social model for the future. 
- •  Modernising  and  improving  social  protection:  Spending  on .social  protection 
accounts for,  on  average,  28% of Community GOP.  This reflects the shared 
. conviction  that  social  protection -is  a  productive -factor,  underpinning  the 
· ·  econ.omic  growth and  increased competitiveness that,  iri  turn,  sustain  social 
9 progress. However, Europe's social protection systems now need to adapt so 
as  to  better  meet  existing  demands  and  respond  to  new  needs,  changing 
circumstances  and  the  increasing  pressure  to  contain  costs.  The 
Commission's  1997  Communication  on  modernising  and  improving  social 
protection took forward a process of joint European  debate on  these  iss~.,~es, 
focusing  on  four  challenges:  making  social  protection  more  employment-
friendly;  adapting  systems  to  the  consequences  of  an  ageing  population; 
adjusting to the new gender balance in working life and reforming the system 
of  social  security  co-ordination  for  people  moving  within  the  EU.  The 
Commission will: 
./  pursue  the  agenda  for  joint  reflection  set  out  in • the  1997 
Communication  and  present,  in  early  1999,  an  evaluation  of  the 
progress me~de.  This will include an  assessment of the implementation 
p( the  1992  CounCil  . Recommendation  on  convergence  of  socral 
.  ··.·protection 'systeql$~ . w_ith·. a  vievit .·to  updating  it  'and- liijk:ing· ::·the 
coilVEirgenc'EvprOe~,ss  ·more· closely with the employment strat~gy  · · 
./  in  the  c·ontext of the  Employment  Guidelines,  focus  in  particular ·ori 
making  tax. and  benefit  systems  more  employment  friendly·  and  on 
_.·  ov.~rc;?ming: ~t;l~::idifficult,ies  faced · in  ma~ing ·the .t,re~,d:siJi9,!1f:t9Ll:i~lf 
-~rrfplovmenf  >.  _·.  ~-.  •  - •  ·.  ·  ~  ·  :t~·- ··  ';:;~-:  .. '·' 
./  present  proposals  before  the  end  of · 1998  for  the  reform  and 
simplification  of  Regulation  1408/71  on  the  co-ordination  of  social 
·security schemes  .. 
./  present. a  proposal  in  1999 to  update  and  complete  the -legislative 
framework  for  equal  treatment  in  social security  schemes  between 
women and  rriim·la~ir;lg into account, in particular, th:e., c;:as~Jayv. pf the 
Eur'opean Coun?<Ht:JJsiice  .  ·  ·  .••. •  .  ·  .  •  .  :  . '  '.  _  ·. >  :_  .  ~ ;  .\ 
./  provide furtber am11~si~:~f~ferribg~a~hic·.t,r!mds·~·nd  /de'eP.e~?li~::!~<q~-~~'e 
on their iin  lications  fof:e•b6i1ornid;:i,soch~(-Cinc;f~~m. 16  :-fn~rit:,:i'  .rei'~§~~krh 
~a~icul~r a~. a  ma!qr  EY~9eean:-svrfip'o$i&~ ·?H  d~~IJ~f~i>h!~;,i;~~~:~~:Jt·V~c?, 
be held m Vrenna rn  October 1998  " · :  '.  .-'. _,, 
./  t'bllow-up 'the 1997 Green Paper on supplementa-ry pensions 
•  Promoting  social  inclusion:  despite the  successes  of  Europe's  social  model, 
poverty and  social exclusion remain significant problems in the EU.  The new 
employment  strategy  - underpinned  by  the  new Community  Initiative  under 
the ESF  - will contribute to overcoming these problems by targeting those  at 
risk  of  exclusion  from  the  labour  market  and  by  encouraging  the  reform  of 
social  protection  systems  to  enhance  people's  employability.  Beyo~d this, 
greater efforts  need  to  be  made to move from  passive  to  active policies  in 
general and  develop a preventive approach to social exclusion. The Treaty of 
Amsterdam  introduces  a  new  mandate  for  the  Union  to  act  to  combat 
exclusion through  incentive measures and  incorporates the provisions of the 
Agreement on  Social  Policy into the Treaty.  Efforts to build  a  more inclusive 
society  must  involve  all  relevant  players,  especially  at  local  level.  Social 
economy  organisations,  for  example,  have  a · vital  role  to  play.  The 
10 Commission .  has  actively  supported  the  development ·.of  the  Platform  of 
European Social  Non-Go~ernmental Organisations and organised the European 
Social Policy Forum to provide a focus for the civil and  social dialogue and to 
stimulate greater involvement of all  conc~rned. The Commission will: 
..  · .r·····--~\~sce.~th~:~.~~:T~~~m~';~~;;~~.t\~n'·~~c:i·~·':~~~'p'~~.~~j'l-~~t!:~~~~~J~.~G·  .· 
./: ·present a report on the implementation of  .. the 
·  'qtl•mlnirn~;~~Jn~o11Je d~.rir;~g;1-S98 .  ·  ·  ···· ·  · 
·~  r-W;;~\t~·:"~·- . ·  ... ,  .. ~:.  .  ··~: .. :::·: . 
./.  ·:,  ~r~~~~~~n;n~··  t~~6p~-=~~r~2ti~~g,~~C{~.i~J  ..  ¥~a~td~k··~ 
h11:egtati9q:of  ,tho~e  ·  e~cludecl  fro'nr:tneHi~Hot:J(hiarket' 
<}~i~u~~~-,.fw:  ·  ·.· · ·  ·· ·  ·  ·  ··  ·  ·· ·  ·  · 
./)  {d~V~Igp\i:~~-··:·~··.· 
·  -~~C:Iu.siori · ·  ·  · 
.  : " '  .  .. .  .  .  . .  · .  •  .  .  .... ,::: •  .  ·': •:<  •..  ,,.:  ~>  :'c:) '::,;,',· :J!::~;J~tli!~~~·;·:;_;!iU.  J.!'~:: 
./; !present,  as  part of its· contribution<to 'tne  1999 United'  :t~Jatio·n:s;:\  ~ar 
...  ~t~Towarcis a society of all  ages", a Communication.  on  :issues/~f:fec.tiog 
·r l)i~-er pe(jple  ·  .·  · · .  -~·  . ·  ·  .  ·•· ·  .'>  ·.··  : • · •·:  ~:,  ·;,;  ·.;.·;  :·:- ·  ·)f•::·· 
./  .•.  propose,· a  programme for the integration·  of refugees-,. building on'  the· 
'  c'§uccessfulpilotactions:implemented iri.1~997/and .1998  ·.  '  .  . 
o  Achieving equality and fighting discrimination: the new Treaty reinforces the 
European Union's capacity to promote equality,. guarantee fundamental rights 
and fight against discrimination.  In  particula·r,  the new Article  13 wili enable 
the  Community to take  specific  measures  to  combat ,discrimination  ori .the 
grounds of sex, race, ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age and sexual 
orientation.  Moreover,  as  the  Employment  Guidelines  underfined,  promoting 
equality and fighting discrimination is  not simply, a question of sociai justice. 
There are  sound economic reasons for promoting equality of opportunity,  so. 
.  as  to enable  everyone to participate  in  - and .  contribute· to - the  economic 
..  ·.  :well-being of our societi~s. This is. all  the·niore important giyen the impact of 
demographic trends and the consequent need to ·boost participation rates.· 
The Commission will: 
11. - developing  specific  actions  to  improve  the  situation  of  women, 
including actions to combat the problem of sexual harassment in 
the  workplace;  further  activity  in  1 999  in  support  of  gender-
balanced  participation  in  decision-making;  and  a  number  of 
actions during 1999 focusing on the problem of violence against 
women 
./  present a proposal for legislation to combat racial  dis~r!m.Iration  ~>nee 
the new Treaty is. ratifiea,. and -launch; a broad·.del5cH  - .. the,  :u~ea)f, 
-.  ~lc~:t·l~:f~~~~~~~~~~ir~f~~;~~~JiJ&~\x~~,:~_.·a;}~Ea.m~;~~~ f'· ~  .  ;=~~~~\!
6 : 
.,  -·,··,· 
./  pursue the strategy set out in  its 1996 Communication oq. equality. of 
opportunity for pebple with disabilities and implement the commitment 
made in the Declaration annexed to the Treaty of Amsterdam to take 
account  of  the  needs  of  people  with  disabilities  in  measures  taken 
under  Article 95 (formerly Article 1  OOa) 
./  implement  the  1998  Action  Plan  against  racism,  building  on  the -
success  of the  1997  European  Year  against  racism  and  ensure  the 
successful start-up of the European  Monitoring Centre on Racism and 
Xenophobia in Vienna 
./  carry forward the d.ebate on fundamental rights, building on. the report 
of the Comite de~ S.a,ge's<::_;'  -- ·  ·  ·- - <:  ':/·- . ,:,  :::;:<:1:''·':.:.  ·_ 
•  Encouraging a healthy society: the promotion of a high level of human health 
protection for all  is  a  Community priority, further enhanced in  the  Treaty of . 
Amsterdam.  This  priority  is  pursued  through  all  Community  policies,  and 
particularly  in  the  field  of  disease  prevention,  food  safety,  consumer 
·protection,  freedom  of  movement,  pharmaceuticals,  research  and 
development  and  the  environment.  There  are  still  wide  variations  and 
inequalities  in  health  _status  in  the  European  Union,  with  a  significant 
relationship  between  health  and  employment  status  and  isolation  from  the 
mainstream of society.  The  principal future challenges  will be to meet public 
expectations regarding higher health protection and  improved health care and 
to  plan  for an  ageing  population.  The  Community response  will  continue  to 
focus  on  prevention and  in  particular the promotion of healthier lifestyles as 
the most efficient and cost effective means to improve health. There is also a 
need  to  consider  how  best  to  respond- to . emerging  health  threats  and 
increasing pressures on health systems. The Commission will: 
./  take forward_the_-~~bate  ·orrthe,.,d~ve_l<?,pmen_t.•·q(_!pul:!l.ip•:;6~aJtg:·;ip_~:li$::y;.:~'s 
set out in. its f998 'commtinicatior;l1_on  public ·heai1Ji.~''drawih9  l'o~.: ;the 
experience of the existing ~fr'amewotl( p'rogtamme  and-:addfessing· the 
emerging  demographic  challenges.  and ' new  threats  ' such  >  as 
communicable diseases 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
./  pursue the strategy on combating tobacco consumption set·  o·ut in the 
Commission's 1996 Communication 
l2 ./  implement_ the  existing  health  programmes  (AIDS,  communicable 
diseases,  cancer,  drug  dependence,  health  monitoring.  and  health 
promotion)· and  press  for  the  adoption. of. the  outstanding .  prop0sals 
(rare dis_eases, pollution-related. diseas'es.  and.aGCid~nts and injuries)  ..  · 
..  '·  :  .  i.  /  .·.  ~~ ·, 
. ./  de.epen  'the  excbfim~~;~~::?f: 'e?<p.eri~rge·~~·?n:~··.e.v~1~~:::t~Q}~~!~!~~9~~~;ti~!h:~ 
efficiency, ·co'st-effectiVeriess and  quality~of:h.ealttl'•syS:tems'
1
:\i·<::'. ';::,Jc':  .. 
IV:  The external dimension af social policy  . 
While the prj  mary focus. of -this  Communication  is  inevitably on  progressing the 
social  agenda  within  the  Union,  there  is·  also  an  external  dimension  whi.ch  is 
assuming  increased  importance.  The  success  of  the  European  social  model  in 
combining  social  progress with economic prosperity ·has  undoubtedly -influenced 
the countries of Central i:md  Eastern  Europe in seeking membership of the Union. 
· . In  a· similar  way,  Europe's  relative  success  in  avoiding  excessive  poverty  gaps 
and promoting an  inclusive society has attracted the attention of other devE;_lloped  · 
countries  and  the  social  agenda  is  increasingly discussed  in  the context of the 
Union's bilateral  reli:~tions as  well as  in international fora. 
o  Enlargement: the process of enlargement will bring  into the European  Union 
countries  which  face  particular  challenges  in  raising  people's  living  and 
working  conditions  to  the  levels  currently  enjoyed  by  Community  citizens. 
·Accession .  to  the  Union  will  accelerate  the . process 'of  rapid  social  and 
economic  change  already  in  train  in  these  countries,  facilitating  the 
introduction of the core values of European  social·policy, which will play an 
important role in smoothing the transition and  ensuring that accession works 
.for the well-bein~ of all.  The Commission w·ill:  · 
./  work  to  ensure  the  gradual  involvement  of  accession  co.untries  in 
social · policy  programmes  and  activities  ~- . c;tnd  in.·  p~rtjcular. the 
employment ~trategy ~while promoting th'e  social and.civil dialogue as 
. essential pillars·  of the Eur~pean social model 
_ ./ · assist  applicant  countries,  in  the  context  of  their· preparation  for . 
-membership  and  _in  particular through ·the· Accession  Partnerships, .to 
'  ensure  full  adoption. and  implementation. of  the. acquis· in the  social 
policy  field· and  contribute  through_  financic:~l  assistance,  in  particular 
·  ~l;lrough the .Ph are· progrc:i~me;;  to the  •.  ~e.velof-?111em i:li1P ·  a(l~thatio:~  •. of 
·  .· ·  ~~he:  soci!~,  ·._i ntrastru¢t:ur~i:J  ~:~W~§a'ndi~.~t~:.  ~e~·r~'"i  es~;,'  .. ):F:; !~.  '::s(·.;\·}~'.:::>  h~J't~: 
·-..  ,<, ./  '  .. "  •  ~,  •••  ;  :~;;  ' 
· •  Promoting  social  progress  on . the  world  stage:  th~  EU  is  an  increasingly 
prominent player in the global economy. It is the. single largest trading bloc in 
the world  accounting for about  13% of total trade;  and this role  is  likely to. 
increase in the future with the advent of EMU. These developments will give· 
.  added weight to the EU's efforts to promote economic growth which is  both · 
sustainable  and  equitable  and  which  has 'a  strong  social  dimension.  This  is 
reflected  in  the  EU' s  position  as  the  larges~ donor of aid  to the  developing 
world.  The Commission will: 
13 ./  present a Comljlunication in  1  998 on the 'development· of the';·exteriial 
dimension of European social policy 
./  maintain  support.  in  particular  in  the  ILO  for  the  promotion  of 
internationally recognised core labour standards, and seek to enhanc~ 
co-operation between the ILO and the WTO in this respect  · 
./  maintain ·an  emphasis  on  co-operation  in  the  field  of  social  policy  in 
the Community's bilateral relations with third countries 
V:  Conclusion 
This  Communication has  sought  to  set out the  next steps  for  European  social 
policy  as  the  Union  moves  into  a  new  and  deeper  phase  of  integration.  It 
provides a  framework within which the process of social policy renewal  will  be 
taken forward, with the aim of reinforcing the core values of the European social 
model·  while  ensuring  that  the  Union  is  well  placed  to  respond  to  new  and 
emerging  challenges  in  a  fast  changing  world.  In  this  way,  the  social  policy 
. agenda can  be  kept  under review  by all  concerned - the  European  Institutions, 
the social partners and civil society - and  adapted as  necessary, with the aim' of 
ensur:ing  that  social policy stays  where  it belongs,  at the  heart  of  a  People's. 
Europe. 
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Main policy initiatives 
Employment Guidelines (Council _Resolution of 15 December 1997) 
Proposals for the reform of the ESF.(COM (1998)131) 
Communication on undeclared work (COM (1998)219) 
Action Plan for free movement of wo"rkers (COM (97)586) 
Green Paper o_n  partnership for a new work organisation (COM (97) 128) 
White  Paper on  sectors  and  activitie's  excluded  from  the  working  time  Directive  (COM 
(97)334) 
.• 
Communication  on  the  social  and  labour  market  dimension  of the  Information  Society 
(COM (97)390) 
Communication  on  a  Community programme  concerning  safety,  hygiene  and  tiealth  at 
work ( 1996-2000) (COM (95)282) 
Communication  on  modernising  and  improving  Social  Protection  in  the  EU  (COM 
(97)102) 
fourth Equal Opportunities Action Programme (COM (95)381) 
Action Plan against Racism (COM( 1998)  183) 
Communication on equality of opportunity for people with disabilities (COM(96)406) 
· Communication on the development of public health policy (COM ( 1998)230) 
Communication on combating tobacco c;:onsumption  (COM (1996)609) 
Main Reports 
Joint report on employment 
Employment in Europe 1997 
1997 Equality Report 
Social Protection in Europe 1997 
·1997 Demography Report 
_1997 report on the State of health in the European Community 
Report on the integration of health requirements into other Community pol_icies 
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Pending proposals 
I.  Jobs, skills and mobility 
Agenda 2000: proposal for Council Regulation on the European Social Fund - COM {98) 
131  final 
Amendments to Regulation (EEC)  no. 1408/71 on social security for migrant 
workers concerning: 
extension to nationals of third countries - COM (97) 561  final (OJ C 6 of 
1  0.1.98, p.15) 
miscellaneous amendments- COM (97) 378 final {OJ C 290 of 24.9.97, 
p.28) 
early retirement benefits - COM (95) 735 final (OJ C 62 of 1.3.96, p.14) 
unemployment- COM (95) 734 final (OJ C 68 of 6.3.96, p.11). amended by 
COM (97) 158 final !OJ C 161 of 28.5.97, p.5) 
the extension of personal and material scope- COM (91) 528 final (OJ C 46 
of 20.2.92, p.1) 
Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation no. 1612/68 on freedom of 
movement for workers - COM (88) 815 final (OJ C  100 of 21 .4.89, p.6). amended by 
COM !90) 108 final (OJ C 119 of 15.9.90, p.  1  0) 
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 68/360 on free movement for 
workers - COM (90)  108 final (OJ C 119 of 15.9.90, p.  1  0)  ' 
Regulation to apply Decision 3/80 of the EEC- Turkey Association Council- COM (83)  13 
final (OJ C  110 of 25.4.83, p.1) 
II.  The changing world of work 
Draft Directive on minimum requirements for improving the security and health 
protection of workers potentially at risk from explosive atmospheres - COM (95) 31 0 
final (OJ C 332 of 9.12.95, p.10) amended by COM(97) 123'final (OJ C 184 of 
17.6.97 'p.1) 
Proposal for a Council Decision adopting a Community programme to improve safety, 
hygiene and health at work {SAFE)  - COM (95) 282 final (OJ C 262 of 7.1 0.95, p.18). 
amended by COM (96) 652 final (OJ C 92 of 21.3.97, p.3) 
Draft Directive amending Directive 77/187/EEC - safeguarding of employees' rights in 
transfers of undertakings- COM (94) 300 final (OJ C 274 of 1.10.94, p.10), amended 
by COM (97)60 final (OJ C  124 of 21.4.97, p.48) 
Draft Directive on the risks arising from physical agents - COM (92) 560 final (OJ C 77 
of 18.3.93, p.12), amended by COM (94i 284 final (OJ C 230 of 19.8.94, p,3)  · 
Draft Directive concerning transport a~tivities and workplaces on me~ns of transport  ~ 
COM (92) 234 final,  (OJ C 25 of 28.1 .93), amended by COM (93) 421  final (OJ C 294 
of 30.1 0.93, p.4) 
Draft Directive on transport for workers with motor disabilities - COM (90) 588 final  (OJ 
C 68 of 16.3.91, p. 7)  ; amended by COM (91) 539 final (OJ C 15 of 21.1.92, p.18) 
16 Draft Directive on certain employment relationships with regard to working conditions -, 
COM (9Ql  228 final (OJ C 224·of 8.9,90), amended by COM(90) 533 final (OJ C 305 of · 
5.12.90) 
Ill.  An  inclusive society · 
Drl'!ft Qirective on the safeguarding of supplementary pension rights - COM 197) 486 · 
final (OJ C 5 of9.1.98, p.4) 
Draft Programme for Community action ( 1999- 2003) on pollution-related diseases -
COM(971 266 final !OJ C 214 of 16.7:97, p.7) 
Draft Programme for Community action (1999- 2003) on rare diseases - COM(97) 225 
final (OJ C 203 of 3.7.97, p.6) 
·Draft Programme for Community action (  1999- 2003) on injury·  prevention.- COM(97) 
178 final (OJ C 202 of 2.7.97, p.20) 
.  I 
.  '  .  .  . 
Draft Directive amending Directive 76/207/EEC on the implementation of the principle qf 
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